ON SALE NOW 273 -

LOCKDOWN SALE!!
During this very difficult time, this list is especially tailored to keep people happy and busy
during lockdown. We are only heading to the
Post Office a couple of times per week so
apologies for any delays in advance. Keep
safe and follow health advice—Thank you!

8. £2 THIRD WMK SPECIMEN Third
wmk. Type C, a stunning mint unhinged
super fresh stamp……………….$499.00

KGV

KANGAROOS
1. 1d RED DIE 2 SG 2da watermark
sideways fine used as shown,
scarce stamp for…………..$199.00
2. 6d BROWN SG 73a, Third watermark with a broken
leg in a joined pair, mint lightly hinged, gum a little aged
but a pretty piece for………………………………….$59.00

3. 6d BROWN SG 0127,
small multiple wmk.
Overprinted OS stamps
superb mint unhinged,
hinged in lower margin
of part imprint, lovely
item for…………$ 199.00
4. 6d ULTRAMARINE SG 38, Third Wmk. Mint very lightly hinged fresh original gum for……………….…….$99.00

9.1d DEEP SCARLET (ANILINE) rough paper (G60), with
variety 'split wmk'. Block of four 3 stamps MUH and one
lightly hinged ACSC 72A (var) cat $100 as normal MUH
x 3 plus the hinged item. A beautiful block of four for
just………………………………………..……………..$149.00
10.1/4 TURQUOISE-BLUE SG 075
BW28A.ba.w.n Single Crown wmk.
Peforated OS cto without gum. With
thick one at right, what a glorious
combination…………………….$149.00
OTHER AUSTRALIA

5. 1/- GREEN SG 28, Second Watermark in great bright fresh colour,
great stamp for ………………....$149.00

6. 10/- GREY AND PINK SG 051 BW
48A.ba, Third wmk, commercially used
much rarer than a cto example and is
Cat. At $500 compared to $200 for cto.
Minor wrinkle which certainly does not
detract caused by the metal strike of
the date stamp, have seen them advertised for more
than $500+ for less attractive..$349.00
7. 10/- GREY AND PINK Small Multiple
Watermark SG 112, superb Mint Unhinged, perfect centering and has a
minor inking error below the U in Australia, nice buy for such a beautiful
stamp………………………..….$1,599.00

11. PERFORATED OS SG 012-0122 A simplified complete set of the perforated os commemoratives, some
are MUH being the 1 1/2d Canberra and the Sturt pair,
all the other a mint lightly hinged (6) for…………..$79.00
12. 1928 KOOKABURRA M/SHEET SG106a, Unhinged
but sadly a little toned, cheap at this price………$ 79.00
13. 1928 KOOKABURRA M/SHEET SG106a, Unhinged
minor toning minor split, nice price…………….…$ 79.00
14. 1932 5/- BRIDGE SG143
superb cancelled to order
example with gum, hinged,
lock-down price……..$149.00

15. 1934 2d DARK HILLS MACARTHUR SG10150a in a
John Ash imprint block of four, lower units unhinged
top units lightly hinged, the block is……………….$ 79.00

COMMONWEALTH ITEMS
16. GREAT BRITAIN -2006 Press sheets of 30 stamps se
-tenant horizontally. Limited edition Victoria Cross Royal mail sheet in the miniature sheet each value is setenant vertically, with an additional 20p Victoria Cross
stamp at the left (face value of sheet £3.56). Face value
£42.60 (AU $70) ………………………………………..$55.00

Missing just—SG 26-6 Legislative Council from the PreDecimals and the D1 overprint. In the decimals this
does include the very scarce 1994 provisionals (11) but
not the second Bird Of Paradise set (4) otherwise complete for the period. My discounted list price for everything included is more than $1,300+++ so grab a bargain collection here especially in this fine condition for
just………………………………………………….…..$ 599.00

17. NEW GUINEA SG 204
£2 Violet Bulolo fine used
as shown, beautiful example for ………….....$119.00

18. NEW GUINEA SG 212-25 A complete fine used set
of the Airmail set of 14 for…………………………..$399.00

19. N.W.P.I SG 100 1d ON 5d Brown
KGV. overprint Type c very fine
used…………………………..…..$ 99.00

COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS

20. PAPUA NEW GUINEA Collection in Maroon Seven
Seas illustrated album and matching slipcase covering
the period 1952-2000. Black mounts have been placed
in the album which is in excellent condition. The collection is Mint Unhinged and the stamps are all very fresh
without any of the usual toning for PNG earlier issues.

21. SOUTH AFRICA 1926-1948 Springbok. A very specialised collection including most very fresh mint lightly
hinged stamps and some very fine used—noted 1923
Harrison Essay. 1d. Springbok in screened photogravure on un-watermarked gummed paper 5 x different
blocks of four plus one overprinted Muster,1926 Pictorials in blocks and pairs including SG04 in a horizontal
pair Cat. £650, SG 34b, 35, 35b, 36a, 37 and 39b 10/- all
in horizontal joined pairs mint lightly hinged Cat.
£1,074, Hunter Penrose labels Imperf. 4 values issued
in 1929,cigarette duty label in black, plate blocks of
later issues showing defective Jubilee lines, control
arrows, inverted watermarks, plated varieties all written up and displayed in mostly blocks of four, Philatelic
Exhibition cancels on piece, sheet numbers, positional
plating varieties. Now—this is an amazing study for
anyone really wanting a very special collection with
more than £5,150++ in just stamps we can find a listing
for. There is no allowances for varieties, Revenue issues, Labels etc. that I have seen listed overseas for
hundreds of pounds each in fact! So I boldly offer this
collection, first in best dressed for one of the most
amazing collections for this period I have ever had the
pleasure to own. There would be so much work during
lock-down working your own way to set this up. The
pages, all hand written have been removed from the
original albums, neatly trimmed and placed into a quality Lighthouse stock book, white 64 pages. Plus—There
is a stunning second volume also included in this lot still
housed on the original album and pages, same collector, same high quality. 1934-1948. Noted coil strips,
sheetlets, booklet panes including advertising panes,
officials, loads of varieties, all annotated, plate blocks,
blocks of 4 and 6, stunning fresh colours and condition,
cylinder blocks, wmk inverts, 100’s of stamps. Cat. Values second volume of more than £1,000+. Images have
been greatly reduced. Congratulations in advance to
the lucky collector to buy this amazing collection, so be
quick……………………………………………….....$2,499.00

